WELCOME
READERS!

JOPLIN New SPBCC logo and SPBCC explores new
cool coffee mugs!
activities with Themed
by Jon McClenahan
by Jon McClenahan
Chess Event

We are now officially the Chess
News source for both the Springfield
and Joplin areas.

In honor of our first issue to our
western neighbors, we are including
a game from the recent Joplin Open
Tournament, held last December 1st,
featuring a battle between Springfield’s own son Brian Rude and
Oklahoma heavy-hitter James Long
(don’t miss it: page 6).

Please take notice of the nice bit of
artwork above: SPBCC’s new logo,
thanks to the design skills of Robert
Leon Briggs.

This logo is featured on our new
coffee mugs – handcrafted right here
in the Ozarks at Brigg’s Corvus
Moon Pottery Studio – are available
now, in blue or black. Cost is $14
each. Contact Roger Pagel if you
would like to get one.

We look forward to publishing many
more games from our Joplin brothers
as we receive them.

They meet on Sunday afternoons at
the Hardee’s at 1641 W. 7th Street in
Joplin, starting at 2:00 PM and
usually finishing up around 5:00 PM.
And be sure to give ‘em a “LIKE” on
Facebook:
http://www.facebook.com/pages/
Joplin-Chess-Club/101837571282

On Saturday the 7th of December –
“a date that will live in infamy” – the
Springfield Park Board Chess Club
tried something new: a themed
chess tournament. Having finished
our 2018 Ladder Championship
(Nov. 16-18), this event was
organized at the request of one of
Springfield’s members, Jared Bray.
The
Theme:
the
Sveshnikov
Variation of the Sicilian Defense.
The co-winners were Brian Rude
and Isaac Drum.
“I was interested in the Sveshnikov
when it was played several times by
Magnus Carlsen in the (recent World
Chess)
Championship
against
Fabiano Caruana. When I looked at
those games, I realized I didn’t know
that opening that well,” said Bray.

From www.joplinchess.org:
“The Joplin Chess Club, as a
United States Chess Federation
(USCF) affiliate, was started in
early 2008 by National Master
Bart Gibbons. In early 2009, after
Bart moved out of the area, the
club merged with another group
of local players, changing the
meeting time to coincide with
theirs. In addition to meeting
each week to play, the club has
hosted a number of USCF rated
tournaments, drawing players
from across the region.”

by Jon McClenahan

SPBCC Coffee Mugs, ready for the kiln!
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The first five moves are given: 1. e4
c5 2. Nf3 Nc6 3. d4 cd 4. Nxd4 Nf6
5. Nc3 e5. Games were timed at 25
minutes, with no delay.
Each
participant would play one game as
White, one game as Black.
Turn-out was light-to-moderate, with
little advance notice given (there was
nothing in our November Outpost
calendar section about it).
We anticipate these themed events
will only gain in popularity as we
move forward into 2019, If you have
any openings you’re interested in
making the subject of an event, don’t
hesitate to contact Roger Pagel or
Brian Rude.

GAME A

Taking the b4-pawn would be a little
aimless: 12. … Qxb4 13. Ba3 and now
Roger Pagel – Marty Phillips
White gains a strong initiative at the
Springfield Ladder Tournament
cost of a pawn. But there was also this
(date unknown), 2016
follow-up: 12. … fe 13. Nxe4 Nxe4
Modern Defense
14. Qxe4 Bf5 (the b4-pawn now must
An outstandingly well-fought game be left alone: if 14. … Qxb4 15. Bb5+
between two of our club’s stronger and Black loses).
13. Ba3 Qb6+
players, from 2016.

1. e4
2. d4
3. Nc3
4. Bc4
5. Nge2

Ng4
15. Nd1 Qf6
16. Ng1
Bd7
17. b5
Nc8
18. ba
ba
19. a5
Nd6
20. Nf3? (2) …

33. Qxd6?! (4) …
4
B

14. Kh1

d6
g6
Bg7
Nc6
e5 (1)

1
W

White later realized his queen had
gotten in too deep here. Better was 33.
Bd5 Ng8 34. Kh2 with an eye on
“removing the thorn” at f3 (even if it
meant sacrificing the exchange), and
White has a more solid game.

3
B

33. …
34. Bd5!
35. Rd7
36. Qxd7

Bf6
Rd8
Rxd7
Rf8 (5)

5
W

Fritz prefers White’s game here.

6. d5!
7. O-O

Nce7
f5

20. …

O-O?

As per Nimzowitsch: “Attack the chain As late as this castle comes, it
at its base.” And White answers with might’ve waited a bit longer. White’s
20th move afforded Black the chance
a counterthrust.
to take a commanding lead: 20. …
8. f4
Nf6
37. c6
…
Nxc4! 21. Qxc4 Bb5 22. Qxc7 Bxf1.
9. fe
de
“Passed
pawns
must
be
pushed!” is
Instead, after the text move, the game
10. Qd3
…
Reuben
Fine’s
law.
But
Mr. Pagel,
is about even.
Fritz prefers 10. Ng3 here.
looking back, had regrets: “This was a
21. Ba2 Rfc8
10. …
a6
mistake. White’s queen needed to
22. h3
Nh6
return to the king’s defense via the a11. a4
Qd6
23. c4
g5
file to contain Black’s f3-pawn, the
12. b4
f4!? (2)
2
4.
Nf2
g4!
heart of Black’s attack.” RP
2
Forceful.
(continued on page 12)
W

25. hg
26. c5

Bxg4
Ndf7

26. … Nb5 also looks good in this
position.

Black’s position is favorable at this
point, and now he will mount a strong
threat.

27. Rab1
28. Rb7
29. d6
30. Qxf3
31. Qd3
32. g4

2

Kh8
Qg6
Bxf3
Ng5
f3
cd!
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GAME B

11. Be3
cd
12. Bxd4? …

Quentin Fitzpatrick – Ben Elliott
Springfield Ladder Tournament
October 19, 2018
Cornstalk Defense

If you like off-beat openings, you’ll
love this one. In fact it took this writer
a while to find a name for the defense
that Mr. Elliott no doubt employed to
confuse his young opponent, but Mr.
Fitzpatrick took it in stride, and the
result was a tough, albeit ugly battle
with an instructive finish.

1. e4
2. Nf3

The problem that White didn’t foresee
is the dangerous “second wave” pawnadvance that follows. The whole
situation could’ve been avoided by
liquidating on the previous move (11.
dc). But in the present situation,
White needed the queen’s versatility to
recapture: 12. Qxd4 c5 13. Qg4 and
after Black addresses that counterthreat (e.g. 13. … g5 14. Bc1) the
crisis has abated and the game has
come back into balance.

a5
…

12. …
13. Be3

c5!
…

25. Nd3
26. Kh1

27. Qe3
28. Re2
29. b4
30. b5
31. Nc1
32. Rf2

Qb6+
Bb7
Qc6
a4
Qc3
Qa1+
Qf6
Qg6 (3)

3
W

In the “classic” Cornstalk, White And now the pawn-fork.
invariably follows up with 2. d4, but
13. …
d4
it’s hard to find fault with this
14. Bxd4 cxd4
continuation.
This writer could
15. Qxd4 Ba6
certainly find no “book” for this
Mr.
Elliott
smells blood, and his
opening.
bishops are very strong.

2. …
3. Bb5

Nc6
…

16. Rfe1 Bc5
17. Qd2 Qb6
18. b3
Rd8
19. Rad1 O-O
20. Ne4 (2) …

In light of Black’s first move, this is a
natural spot to place White’s bishop.

3. …
4. d3
5. O-O
6. Bxc6+
7. e5
8. d4
9. h3?

Nf6
e6
d5
bxc6
Nd7
Be7
h6

2
B

The position is equal. Black will be
looking for a way to clear the path for
his lonely a-pawn.

33. c4
34. Kh2

Rd8
Rd3??

One of those moves that causes
recurring nightmares: “What was I
thinking???”

35. Nxd3 f5
…
36. Nf4

Seems
like
a
little
‘mutual
Pagel: “36. Nc5 achieves the same end
prophylaxis,’ but as Roger Pagel
with a little added threat.”
notes: “There’s nothing to prophylax
36. …
Qf6
here! White would’ve done better here
37.
Qxe6+
Kf8
to develop his pieces.”
The computer recommends 20. Na4
38. Qxf6+ gxf6
10. Nc3 c5 (1)
here, attacking the dangerous queen39. b6
Ke7
1
bishop battery, and then after the farW
40.
Rd2!
(4)
…
sighted continuation 20. … Nxe5 21.
4
Nxb6 Nxf3+ 22. gxf3 Rxd2 23. Rxd2
B
Bxb6 24. Rd6 Rb8, and White has
more or less equalized. But now
Black has a strong attack …

20. …
21. Qc3

Nxe5!
Bxf2?

Giving back the hard-won material.
Black’s
doubled
c-pawns
undermine White’s pawn chain.

can

22. Nxf2 Nxf3+
23. Qxf3 Rd6
24. Rxd6 Qxd6

3

(continued on page 8)

GAME C
Jared Bray – Sean Baker
Kansas Open Championship
July 15, 2018

Qe7
17. Rad1 h6
Mr. Bray took note of the g6-weakness
this move left in its wake.

18. Nf3
Be6
19. Qc2 Nd7
20. Nh4 Kh7
21. Ne4! (2) …

King’s Indian Defense

In the 5th round of the Kansas Open
Chess Championship, our own Jared
Bray played this very nice game,
which got very exciting at the end!

1. g3
2. Nf3
3. c4
4. Bg2
5. d4

Nf6
g6
Bg7
O-O
d6

Transposing from the Hungarian
Opening (aka the King’s Fianchetto
Opening) to a King’s Indian Defense.
“Sean’s opening is a systemic selection
whereby he isn’t calculating the
opening moves but going for a set
position … in practical terms, this is a
fine approach for club players.” JB

6. O-O
7. Nc3
8. de
9. Qc2
10. e4

Springfield Park Board Chess Club

16. Bb2

Nbd7
e5
de
c6
Qc7 (1)

1
W

2
B
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26. Ne7

Nf8
27. Bxb7 Re8
28. Nd5 Nf4
29. Nxf6 Bxf6
30. Bg2 N8e6
31. Nf3
Qg7
32. gxf4 Nxf4 (4)
21. …

Bd5

4
W

The problem was that if 21. … fxe4
22. Bxe4+ wins the Black queen: 22.
… Kg8 (because if 22. … Kh8 23.
Ng6+) 23. Bh7+ and now Black is
either forced to take the “Family Fork”
by moving to h8, or he is checkmated
by moving to f7. Since Black wants
no part of that, White can now assign
that knight to a wonderful post.
After defending the whole game, Mr.
22. Nd6! Qg5
Baker was excited for the chance to
23. Rxd5 cxd5
mount a semi-serious attack!

24. Bxd5 (3) …

33. Ne1
34. f3
35. Kh1
36. Rxe1
37. Qxg2

3
B

Rg8
Bh4
Bxe1
Qxg2+
Nxg2 (5)

5
W

An even position with a nice open dfile, of which both players will
eventually attempt to make use.
Even though Black is slightly ahead in
Black anticipates the f5 push, but Mr. material, White has a winning setup
Bray was more interested in locking and terrific pressure on f5. “The
exchange sac was unnecessary, but
up the weakened d6 square.
something must be said for having
12. c5
f5?
such a powerful bishop in the middle
Even here it was not too late for 12. …
of the board … I saw the players
a5 to maintain even chances.
seated beside me transfixed by this
13. Ng5 Ndf6
game. I think they envied the fun I was
14. Qb3+ Kh8
having!” JB

11. b4

15. ef

Nh5

gf

24. …
Rf6
25. Ndxf5 Kh8

4

But before White could play 38. Rxe5,
Black resigned. There follows 38. …
Kh7 39. Re7+ Kg6 40. Kxg2 Rd8 41.
Kg3 it was clear that White’s bishop
and extra pawns would prevail.
Another fine game for the Missourian!

1-0

Blast From the Past!

26. a4

Ba6 (3)

3
W

Casey Starnes – Jesse Ellis
Springfield Ladder Tournament
April 12, 1998
Nimzo-Indian Defense

An epic struggle from more than
twenty years ago, featuring some fun
commentary by (we think) Hugh
13. Bd6
…
Porter filling in for then-newsletter- “White’s dark-square bishop isn’t
editor Mark Trevor Smith.
going to make any new friends today.”
1. d4
Nf6
This position is bursting in dangerous
HP
possibilities, e.g. 27. ab Qd5!
2. c4
e6
13. …
Nxe5?!
“Black lets go of the only piece that (threatening to win the game after 28.
3. Nc3
Bb4
can dislodge the White bishop, but he bxa6 Qa2+ 29. Kc1 Rgb8 30. d5+ cd
4. Nf3
Bxc3+
improves his drawing chances by 31. Rxb8 Rxb8 and White is lost) 28.
5. bxc3
d5
ensuring the bishops-of-opposite-color Qg5 Bxb5 29. c4 Qxc4 30. Qf6+ Kd7
6. Ba3
Nbd7
31. Qxf5+ Qe6 32. Qxe6+ (or else 32.
ending.” HP
Qxh7 snatching a pawn loses when
7. e3
b6
14. Bxe5 O-O
Black’s queen and bishop go nuts on
8. Qa4
…
15. c5!?
…
the other side of the board: 32. …
“Or first, 8. cd.” HP
“Interesting. White invites doubled Qa2+ 33. Kc3 Qc4+ 34. Kd2 Qd3+
8. …
Bb7
isolated pawns with the thought of 35. Kc1 Qc3+ 36. Kd1 Ba4+! 37. Ke2
burying Black’s b7-bishop.” HP
9. Bd3
Ne4 (1)
Qd3+ 38. Ke1 Qxb1+ 39. Kd2 Qd3+
1
15. …
b5
40. Kc1 Qc2#) 32. … Kxe6 33. Rxg4
W
16. Qd1 f5
and the pawn in hand should be
enough to win for White.
17. g4
Qd8

18. h4

27. Qh2

g6?

…

Porter: “Not prudent.” After 18. … Rf7 “White stubbornly attacks on the dark
squares while Black stubbornly
19. h5 the game is in balance.
defends on the light squares!” HP
19. h5
g5

27. …
Qb8
28. Be5
Qf8
29. Rh1 Qf7
30. Bd6 Qf6
31. Bc7
Ra7
32. Bxa5 Bc8
33. Bc7
Rxa4
34. Ra1
Bb7
35. Qd6+ (4) …

20. h6
Kf7
21. gf!
ef
22. Qh5+ Ke6 (2)

As per Porter: “The c3-pawn did not
2
want to be trapped behind the c4W
pawn; hence the previous note. The
resulting
bishops-of-opposite-color
sequel shows how frustrating it can be
when you and your opponent dominate
entirely different squares.” Fritz
recommends 9. … dc 10. Bxc4 as an
improvement on Black’s position. The
text move allows for doubled pawns in
the center, but Black can surf that
wave.
After castling, the Black king finds
10. Bxe4 dxe4
himself just as centralized as the un11. Ne5 Qc8
castled White king!
Fritz gives
A slow-motion plan to unpin the White’s position a modest lead here.
knight at d7.
11. … a6 might Material is even.
accomplish the same thing.
23. Rg1 Rg8

12. Rb1
Black’s
short-term
accomplished.

c6
mission

is

24. Bg7!
25. Kd2

5

g4
a5

4
B

(continued on page 9)

GAME D

sleeve (a b5-push never happens), but Unfortunately this drops a piece
for the time being, his knight sits in the against a formidable opponent.
saddest corner on the board!
22. …
Rxe2
16. h4?! e6! (2)
White will now have to fight like a
2
cornered animal … and he does.

Brian Rude – James Long
Joplin Open
December 1, 2018
Alekhine’s Defense

W

23. Nxf6+ Kg7
24. Qd4 Kf7
25. Nd5
…

In Round 2 of the Joplin Open,
Springfield’s Brian Rude faced
Oklahoma’s James Long. Mr. Long is
a highly respected player with a
USCF-rating of 2013 at the time.

1. e4
2. e5
3. d4
4. c4
5. ed

Nf6
Nd5
d6
Nb6
cd
g6
Bg7
…

Our heroes transition
Voronezh Variation.

8. …
9. Nf3

25. …

Re6?

Far better is to reactivate the sad
knight: 25. … Nb6 and then – if White
doesn’t exchange (and he won’t) – on
White has luft – and it comes in handy to d7 and e5 where life gets very
later in the game – but with Black’s complicated for White.
follow-up move, the position becomes
26. Re3! Rce8
full of dangerous possibilities.

The Exchange Variation.

6. Nc3
7. Be3
8. Rc1

Now it’s Black’s turn to forget what
he’s doing!

into

17. Bg5 f6
18. Be3
Qa5
19. Bd2 ed!
20. Nxd5 Qxa2
21. Bc3
Bxc3
22. Rxc3? (3) …

the

O-O
Nc6 (1)

1
W

27. Ra1! Qc2
28. Rxa7 …

Black is up a piece … and on the run!

28. …

Rxe3?? (4)

4
W

3
B

That Black rook-battery is a side show.
Mr. Rude: “I originally intended to
Material is even and White’s d4-pawn
take with the knight … then somehow
has become a center of attention, but
forgot the bishop on e2 was
the computer thinks Black would’ve
unprotected.” We’ve all been there.
stood better if he had made the e5push.
The SW MO Outpost

10. Be2
11. O-O
12. d5
13. Nxe5
14. Bh6?!

Bf5
Rc8
Ne5
Bxe5
…

Encouraging the Black rook to find a
better square.

14. …
15. b3

Re8
Na8?!

Mr. Rude remarked, “This move
surprised me somewhat. I assume
Black is preparing to push b5.” No
doubt Mr. Long had something up his
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29. Rxb7+ R3e7
30. Qf6+ Kg8
31. Rxe7 …
And Mr. Long resigned. Of course, if
31. … Rxe7 32. Nxe7#. Out of sheer
orneriness he could play 31. … Qc1+
32. Kh2 Qf4+ 33. Nxf4 and now it
takes White about six more moves to
regroup and force checkmate, but in
any case the game is over.

1-0
Mr. Rude went on to win the Joplin
Open with a perfect 4.0 points in four
rounds. Congratulations, Brian!

GAME E
Michael Clark – Joe Brozovich
Springfield Ladder Tournament
March 8, 2009
French Defense – Advance Variation

Another game between Michael Clark
and Joe Brozovich, played about five
years after their first encounter
(published in the November 2018
Outpost). This time Mr. Clark
maintains a good game against Mr.
Brozovich’s French Defense … at
least for the first 26 moves …

1. e4
2. d4
3. e5
4. c3
5. Be3
6. Qd2

e6
d5
c5
Nc6
Qb6
cd

8. Nc3
9. Nf3

Nge7
Nf5

After 24. Rc1+ Kb8, White has more
options, especially since Black’s queen
Mr. Clark is perhaps being a little bit is paralyzed at the moment.
24. …
Kb8
reckless. With this move his kingside
25. Qc5
Rc8
is absolutely up for grabs. Black
prepares to get to work.
26. Qd6+ Rc7 (4)

13. …
14. g5?!

a6
…

14. …
O-O-O
15. g6?! (2) …

4
W

2
B

Black’s rook must interpose to save
the d7-bishop. White’s queen has
Since one of the kingside files is going done well fighting in close quarters.
to be opened, the f-file might be the Now the a1-rook can make the game
very interesting!
This move is the first deviation from better choice.
15.
…
fg
27. Bf7? …
the first game they played (Game ‘E’,
27. Rc1! Rhc8 28. Rgc2 Qc4+ 29. Ng2
16. Bxg6 Rdf8
Nov. 2018 Edition); as Mr. Brozovich
Nc6 30. Bd3! Be8 31. a4 Rd8 32. Qc5
here decides early on a pawn
17. a3
Be7
Rcc8 33. Qb6! and White will win.
exchange. In that game Joe had
18. b4
Qd8
Now, Black will trap White’s queen.
continued with: 6. … Bd7 7. Nf3 c4,
19.
Rf2?
…
27. …
Nc8!
with a closed pawn structure and a
White’s purposes for this move are
more or less equal game.
28. Qxc7+ Kxc7
unclear. Fritz suggests 19. b5 ab 20.
7. cd
Bb4
29. Ng6 Qd8
Nxb5 Na5 for a pleasant game.

19. …
20. Nxh4
21. Rg2
22. Ne2

d4 has become the focus.

10. g4 (1)

…

1
B

Bh4
Qxh4
Rf3
Rff8 (3)

Instead, 22. … Rhf8 may have been
better here.
3
W

30. Nxh8 Qxh8
Black is still ahead significantly in
material.

31. Rg6
32. Rg3
33. Rf1
34. Rxf5

Desperate times. The bishop had to be
saved.

34. …
35. Bxd5
36. h4

10. …
11. fxe3

Nxe3
Bd7

In this position, the doubled e-pawns
are not a significant liability.
There is a c-file waiting to be
12. Bd3 h6
exploited. Anyone interested?

13. O-O

…

Ne7
g5
Nf5
…

23. Nf4
Ne7
24. Qc3+ …

Will White’s king stay safe with such
a loose pawn wall? Mr. Brozovich Why not bring the a1-rook into the
intends to explore that question.
game?
7

exf5

Qe8
Qe7
37. hg
hg
38. Rh3 Bc6
39. Bb3 g4
40. Rh6 Qg5
41. Rh7+ Kb6
(continued on page 8)

GAME E

48. …
Kxc4
49. Kg3 Kc3
50. Kh4 Kb2
51. Kxh5 Kxa2
52. Kg6 Kb2
53. h4?! (5) …
GAME B

(continued from p.3)

Look at Diagram 4 (on p. 3). White’s
last move cuts off the Black king, and
wins perforce … if he only follows
this
six-phase
(and
absolutely
unstoppable) plan:
1) a g3 push to prevent future
f-file shenanigans;
2) the c5 push to support the
rook at a d6-outpost;
3) establish the aforementioned rook outpost;
4) maneuver the knight
behind the rook Æ d3 Æ b4;
5) retreat the rook to a safe
square on the d-file (maintaining
restrictions on Black’s king); and
finally,
6) advance the b- and cpawns as needed, to their queening
squares.

(continued from p.7)

42. Kf2

g3+ (5)

5
W

5
B

And White tried to soldier on, but
there is no counterplay. The rest of the
game was as follows:

43. Ke2
44. d5
45. Kd2
46. a4
47. Kc2

This would seem to lose for White.
And indeed, White could’ve ultimately
won here by moving his knight over to
the queenside to guard against the apawn promotion: 53. Nd5 a3 54. Nb4
Kb3 55. Nd3 a2 56. Nc1+. Instead,
White chooses to engage in a losing
race. And yet …

53. …
54. h5
55. h6

g2
Bb5+
g1=Q
Q5xe3+
Qgc1#
0-1

a3
a2
a1=Q

After the first phase, there’s absolutely Black promotes … but without check.
nothing Black can do to stop the rest So White can trudge onward …
of it.
What is Chess?
56. h7
Qg1+

40. …
41. b7??

Be4
…

57. Kf7

Qa7+

•

And now Black must keep giving
Just tossing a supported passed pawn long-range queen checks or the hto the dogs. Now White’s queenside pawn promotes. Players agreed to a
draw. A very interesting end-game!
threat is history.

41. …
Bxb7
42. Nd5+ Kd6
43. Nxf6+ Kc5
44. Rc2
Ba6
45. g4
fg
46. Nxg4 h5
47. Nf6
Bxc4
48. Rxc4?! …
White’s situation is not yet so
desperate as this move seems to
suggest! However, Fritz still likes
White’s chances moving forward. 48.
Nxh5, however, would’ve been a good
way to clear the path for his h-pawn.

½-½

“… a beautiful mistress.”
Bent Larsen

•

“… 99% tactics.”
Richard Teichmann

•

“… 99% calculation.”

•

“… mental torture.”

Andrew Soltis
Garry Kasparov

"First-class players lose to second class players
because second-class players sometimes play a
first-class game.”

•

“… ruthless; you’ve got to be
prepared to kill people.”

Siegbert Tarrasch

•

“… a sea in which a gnat
may drink and an elephant
may bathe.”

Nigel Short

JOPLIN MEMBERS LIST
(2018)

We apologize

for

Technical

Difficulties

Please tune in

next month

Indian Proverb

•

“… an art, a science, and a
sport.”
Anatoly Karpov

•

“… a fairy tale of a thousand
and one blunders.”

•

“… life.”

Savielly Tartakower
Bobby Fischer
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André Danican Philidor

43. …

Rg8??

Old Man Philidor (or “Philidor the
Elder” as he was called) was a 72year-old widower with a lot of money
… which meant he could keep
himself entertained in his old age.
So he married cute 19-year-old
Elizabeth De Roy, and seven years
later – in the year 1726 – she bore a
bouncing baby boy that they named
François-André. Four years after
that, the old man passed away.

Nerves seem to have gotten the better
of Mr. Ellis. If 43. … a3, Black
secures the win: 44. Kb1 and then
Black creates another passed pawn via
a breakthrough on the kingside with
“Modern chess is too much 44. … f4 45. ef e3 46. fe Bf5+ 47. Ka1
concerned with things like pawn g3 and if 48. d7 g2 still wins for Black.
structure. Forget it. Checkmate Now all those possibilities are gone.
ends the game.”
44. Bb6
Rg7

At the age of 6, little André joined
King Louis XV’s royal choir, and by
the time he was 11, had composed
his first song. The King liked to
listen to the young boys sing, so they
would have to wait around for His
Majesty every day after rehearsal,
and sometimes it got pretty boring.
Some of the choirmasters played
chess while they waited, and young
Philidor took an interest.

BLAST

45. Bd8

Nigel Short
(continued from p.5)

White worked hard to get this check in
but as Porter comments, “the result of
all this is not clear as yet.” The Black
king has remarkable freedom to move
about his beleaguered kingside. One
gets the impression that both sides are
spread a little thin!

a3

“This move would’ve had a lot more
sting when the rook was on a8” HP

46. Be7!

a2
47. Kb2 Bc8
48. Rc7 Rg8
49. Rxc6 Be6
50. d7! (6) …
6
B

35. …
Kf7
36. Qd7+ Kg6

Being from a family of means, he
was provided with chess lessons by
the best player in France, Legal de
Kermeur, and after three years, he
could beat his teacher. By 1747 he
visited England and began playing in
chess matches. By 1755 he was
recognized as the best player in the
world.

37. Rxa4 bxa4
38. Qd6? …

Porter: “White wants to move his rook
to a1, but he doesn’t want to lose his
own pawn at h6.” 38. Bf4 would’ve
been a better way to achieve that, and
after 38. … Qf7 (protecting the
attacked bishop at b7) 39. Qd6+ Qf6
40. Rb1 White is better off than Fritz’s
And yeah, that defense – 1. e4 e5 2. recommended 38. Be5.
38. …
Ra8
Nf3 d6 – is named after him.
Although not as popular as it used to
39. Rb1 Bc8
be, it is still considered a sound
40. Rb6 Qxd6!
response by Black, and according to
41. cxd6 Bd7
GM Raluca Sgîrcea, it “is an
42. Kc2 Kxh6
excellent practical weapon to play for
a win with the Black pieces.”
43. Rb7 (5) …
5
B

The Black bishop is pinned and dead.
Hence Black’s passed pawn is dead.
The Black rook must die to stop
White’s passed c-pawn. Black’s game
is over, but he thinks he still sees
glimmers of hope.

50. …
Rb8+
51. Bb4 Kh5
52. Rxe6 Ra8
“Black is apparently hoping for 53.
Kc2 a1=Q 54. Bc5 Ra2 … or
something.” HP

53. Ka1 Kg5
54. Be7+ Kh5
55. d8=Q …
Porter: “The score sheet runs out at
this point since Black had under 5
minutes left, but it’s mind-boggling
that Black didn’t resign here.”
Nevertheless, White won.

The Philidor Defense

Black has successfully turned the
game around by eliminating the White
queen and blockading White’s passed
pawn. Now what?
9

1-0

Adventures in the
Sveshnikov Sicilian
The games in our Sveshnikov
Tournament were short (25 minutes,
no delay) and unrated and so not many
players recorded their games. This
poor chess player, however, did take
the time to record the disaster that
ensued, and hopefully it shed a little
light on the hazards of this variation.
Noteworthy, perhaps, are A) Isaac
Drum’s strong defense (yes, Black
held the initiative for much of the
game), and B) the deeper tactics that
Black was unable to find.

the Russian GM Evgeny Sveshnikov
in the 1970’s. Up until that point it
was regarded as a novelty opening, an
unsound response by Black to the
Open Sicilian. Today it is a well-worn
tool in the repertoires of such GM’s as
Kramnik, Lautier, and (as previously
mentioned) Magnus Carlsen.

6. Ndb5

d6 (1)

1
W

Isaac Drum – Jon McClenahan
SPBCC Sveshnikov Tournament
December 7, 2018

threat to infiltrate at c7) Nxd5 8. exd5
and now 8. … Nb8 is the correct
response, as my opponent Jared Bray
knew.
Less savvy Black players might then
try for 8. … Ne7 with hopes of
eventually unblocking the king’s
bishop with Ng6, but this can lead to
disaster for Black: 9. c3!? a6 10. Qa4!
and now if 10. … Bd7 11. Nxd6#. For
a more agonizing death, Black plays
10. … Qd7 and then 11. Nxd6+ Kd8
12. Qa5+ Qc7 13. Nxf7+ Kd7 14.
Qa4+ b5 15. Bxb5+ axb5 16. Qxb5+
Nc6 (forced) 17. dxc6+ Ke8 (or else
the Royal Fork on the next move) 18.
Nxh8 and White is cruising.

7. Bg5
8. Na3
9. Nd5!
10. Nxe7
11. Bd3

a6
b5
Be7
Qxe7
…

This is standard follow-up in the
Sveshnikov. The harried White knight
Keep in mind, the first five moves are
moves to b5 where it threatens to make
pre-played:
Black’s life very difficult with Nd6+
1. e4
c5
so Black invariably must play 6. … d6 11. c4 is also good here.
2. Nf3
Nc6
11. …
O-O
to prevent it. This creates a targetable
weakness,
but
affords
other
tactical
3. d4
cd
12. O-O Nd4
benefits for Black.
4. Nxd4 Nf6
13. c3
Ne6
Sicilian Defense, Sveshnikov Variation

5. Nc3
e5
One fun continuation (which this
This variation, once called the Lasker- player tried in his other game, playing
Pelikan, was seriously pioneered by
White) is as follows: 7. Nc5 (with the
10

(continued on page 11)

Sveshnikov
14. Bh4

23. …
24. Rc1

(continued from p.10)

g5!? (2)

2
W

Bg4!
Qe6? (4)

4
W

Still with an eye on that knight sac,
White’s last move seems to take all the
wind out of Black’s sails.
But
according to Fritz, all it needed was a
little more preparation: 31. … Qh6
(pinning that rook) 32. Kg1
(necessary) Nxg3 33. hxg3 Rxg3+ 34.
Rxg3 Qxd2 35. Rf1 and Black
emerges with a winning advantage.

31. …

Throwing caution to the wind, Black
decides to launch the kingside assault.
As Mr. Drum will demonstrate, it
might be a trifle premature.

15. Bg3 Bb7
16. Qc2
Rac8
17. Rad1 Nf4?!
17. … Nc5 does a better job of
pressuring White’s pawn at e4, but
Black was hoping to open the g-file.
White obliged.

18. Bxf4
19. Qe2!

Qe6?

Unable to find the aforementioned
continuations, Black began looking for
other horizons, and White was quick to
Black could never really quite figure launch effective counter-measures.
out how to ‘pull the trigger’ on this
32. Nc2 Qd7??
kingside assault. Here, 24. … Bf3+
33. Nb4! Nf6
25. Kg1 Ng4 sets up tactics that were
Here
again,
Black was playing Hope
beyond Black’s abilities to formulate.
Chess,
hoping
for 34. Nxa5 Qb7+
If 26. h3 then 26. … Qh4 27. gxh4
winning
the
knight.
However, Mr.
Ne3+ 28. Kh2 Rg2+ and now the end
Drum
had
better
ideas,
and his pieces
is in sight!
were well-positioned to execute.
So as Black struggled to find answers,
34. Rce1 Qb7+
White tenaciously diffused his attack.

25. Bf1!
26. fg
27. Bg2!

gxf4
…

fg!
Nh5?!
f5?

35. Kg1

a5? (6)

6
W

This move truly strengthens White’s Black is playing “Hope Chess” …
position (Fritz likes it).
hoping to sneak the f-pawn past the 5th
19. …
Kh8
rank. I kept looking at a knight sac on
g3, but it doesn’t pan out: 27. …
20. Rfe1 Bc6
Black’s bishop begins wiggling its Nxg3+ 28. hxg3 Qg6 29. Re3 Qh6+
and when the smoke clears, White is
way over to a stronger diagonal.
just ahead.
21. Qd2?! (3) …

28. ef
29. Bd5

3
B

Bxf5
…

Black at this point had 18 seconds left
on his clock, and the remainder of the
Surprisingly, Fritz still considers game is rated PG (for violent content).
Black’s chances as slightly better,
36. Qxd6 Qg7
even after White wins this exchange.
37. Qxe5 Qg6?

29. …
Qg6
30. Bxg8 Rxg8
31. Re3 (5) …

5
B

Re8
Qxf6
Kg7
…

Yours truly resigned.

White’s move here was a little aimless
… he was perhaps targeting that weak
d6 pawn down the road.
Here
however, 21. c4 (again) should’ve
been considered.

21. …
22. Kh1
23. g3

38. Nd5
39. Qxf6+
40. Rxe8+
41. Nxf6

1-0
With this game Mr. Drum scored his
2nd full point of the tournament and
thus tied with Brian Rude as cochampion. Of the Sveshnikov, Mr.
Rude truly remarked: “It’s much more
ambitious than some of the other
Sicilians – where Black plays in more
of a Hedgehog-type position – but
keeps his flexibility.”

Rg8!
Bd7
…

Black got excited about this move, but
it proved to be solid.
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GAME A

37. …
38. Qb7
39. Bxf7
40. c7?

(continued from p.2)

Rd8
Nhf7
Nxf7
…

The end is in sight: after (e.g.) 43. “grasping a full board position, assess
the situation, find constructive ideas of
Qxa6 Qg3+ 44. Kh1 Qg2#.

43. …
44. Nh1

Kxh7

…

White resigned before Black could
respond (e.g. 44. … Qxg4+ 45. Kf2
Yes, but … Qg3 is a’comin’! White’s Qg2+ 46. Ke1 (or Ke3) Qe2#).
best hope for equality was 40. Bc1, Looking back to move 33, Mr. Pagel
and if 40. … Bg5 41. Kg1.
ruefully noted, “White’s queen should
not have ventured into Black’s camp
40. …
Qh6+
until the cancer on f3 had been cut out
41. Kg1 Qh4
and put away!”

42. cxd8=Q+ Nxd8
43. Qxh7+ (6) …

6
B

0-1

THE CHESS SHRINK
In 1946 a book was published in The
Netherlands entitled, “Het Denken van
den Schaker” which was translated
into English under the title, “Thought
and Choice in Chess.“ The author
was Dutch chess master and
psychologist Adriaan de Groot.

As Mr. Pagel said, “Just for spite!”

According to Fredric Friedel, Mr. de
Groot’s goal was to determine how
chess players went about the task of
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what to do next, and in fact find good
moves, all within seconds of being
confronted with the position.”

His methods included the study of
players of a wide range of chess skill,
from grandmasters to class players,
and included studies on visual
perception, eye movement, and
position memorization.
He found that when shown a chess
board for only 3-4 seconds, IMs and
GMs could recall the position of 93%
of the pieces, whereas experts
remembered 72% and class players
only 51%.
He concluded that chess players’
thought processes go through four
stages: 1) The Orientation Phase
(grasping the position and formulate
general ideas); 2) The Exploration
Phase
(analysis
of
concrete
variations); 3) The Investigation Phase
(deciding on a probable best move);
and The Proof Phase (confirming
Phase Three).

